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1. THE TRANSPORT BACKGROUND . „ ■

The Development of the East African Railways

The East African Railway, like railways elsewhore, was constructed during a stage of

technological and economic development when it was free from effective competition

from alternative modes of transport. Its superiority for long-distance, bulk haulage was'

unquestionable from the outset. Though it was less technically suited to the short-

distance movement of smaller consignments of traffic, the absence of any competing

mode led to the extension of rail services into this sector of the transport market.

The railway, in this monopolistic situation, came to undertake a comprehensive

transport role, providing both a long-distance, bulk haulage service and a short-

distance, localised distribution service. This role was similarly reflected in the

coverage of the passenger services. The familiar pattern of a skeletal main-line
network served by a multiplicity of short branch lines resulted,, as ,thd .map, of the

network given opposite shows^ ^ It.is probable that xpany'bf these branch line services

were never commercially viable, even given the latitude in pricing policy available to

the railway in its monopoly position.

Immune from competitive pressure to minimise costs, the railway tended to develop
a tariff structure on a "value of service" rather than a "cost of service" basic.

Charges were fixed by reference to what a particular traffic would bear rather than

to the costs incurred in its transport. Provided that this system yielded a comfortable

surplus over working and capital expenditure, the railway had little reason to become
involved in the intractable problems of rail costing. Consequently, certain traffics,

particularly those with a high value to weight or volume ratio and an associated low

elasticity of demand for transport, were carried at high rates yielding a substantial

surplus over variablo costs. Other low value traffics, sensitive to small changos in

rates, were carried at charges yielding little, if any, contribution to fixed costs. It

was proij.mle, out uniniCi«iUu..ui, lout, in *,.e o. v..o railways' Knowledge of

1 Soo'Vol,2 pages 327 to 330.



its own costs, some traffics woro carriod at charges inadequate to meet even the

fairly short-run variable costs of the service provided. But any cross-subsidisation
of this nature was concealed in the general overall surpluses and caused the railway
little concern. The characteristic wide-ranging structure of the traditional railway
tariff was the product of this development.

Tho distinguishing; features of tho East African'Railway havo. boon,tho extent and importance
of the public service element and its effect on the tariff structure. The Uganda

Railway was not, originally, regarded as a viable commercial venture but rather
as an instrument for strengthening the security and furthering the development of
British East Africa. The Tanganyika Railway was, similarly, built for strategic
rather than commercial reasons. From the outset, therefore, these railways were

required to provide cheap transport to assist agricultural, mining and industrial

development in their respective territories. This requirement ta perform a

development function, even where this ran counter to normal commercial considerations,

was formalised in the East African Railways & Harbours Act when the two systems

were amalgamated in 1S48. The result'lias been a tariff incorporating a significantly
wider differential between rates for the primary agricultural commodities enjoying

favourable treatment under tho Act and the-imported manufactures.and-other traffic
able to stand higher charges than is likely to have emerged had the tariff been shaped

by "value of service" considerations alono. This structure is apparent in the

examples in the table opposite taken from the current .'EAR.& H.. . tariff, showing

clearly the wide variations in rates between the low numbered classes which tend to

apply to imported manufactures and the high numbered classes which cover export and

primary' commodities.

There arc, however, some current myths about this "differential" tariff. It is

widely hold that the tariff favours' all'agricultural exports, but this is.far'from true.

The rate scale for coffee for export (scale 8 for wagon load traffic) is substantually

higher than the costs of road operation involving large lorries and is only maintained

through restriction of road transport. Even the rate scales for cotton lint (for

wagon load traffic scale 10 for export, scale 8 for 'internal movcmcnlp) aro close
the costs õf efficient road haulers operating on bituminous-surfaced roads.
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Examples of Current EAR &■ H Goods Tariffs
(Kales per 100 kilograms)

Mombasa - Kampala Dar es Salaam - Tabora ' Nairobi - Nanyuki
(756 miles) (529 miles) (146 miles)
Shs. Cts. Shs. Cts. Shs. Cts

Rate Scale 1, 3 and 5 28 45 21 05 6 70
Rate Scale 2, 4, 6, 7, 9 18 50 14 90 5 30
Raki Scale 8 15 55 12 55 4 95
R : t Scale 10 12 35 9 90 3 85
Rate Scale 11 9 35 7 60 3 00
Rate Scale 12 7 15 6 05 3 75
Rate Scale 1 3 7 ' 40 5 50 2 55

Rate Scale 14 6 70 5 05 2 45
Rate Se:- lc 15 > 5 75 4 30 1 75

Bulk pcL-'ol 26 25 18 30
Bui'. hero: inc 19 30 15 55
Bull: : * and gas oil 16 30 13 10
Bull: fool ir.C furnace oil 12 15 9 80

Nolo: This table does not include specific point-to-point Special and' Export rates, which are generally-
lower than the rate scale for the commodity in question.



The Restriction of the Road Transport Industry

In most countries with a rail tariff of the type described above, the impact of an

emerging road transport industry was felt first by the railways' high-rated freight
traffics. Unencumbered by public service obligations and, initially at least, by any

commercially restrictive regulations, road transport operators were easily able to
undercut the high rail rates charged on traffics on which railways depended for the

recovery of their overheads, profits and any deficit on low-rated traffics. Even
where the road operators' private costs and charges exceeded the corresponding

«

rail charges, the opportunities to shippers to lower their total distribution costs by

taking advantago of the speed and flexibility of the road transport operation often
led to further diversions of traffic from rail to road.

In Kenya this development was forestalled by the very early introduction of road

licensing so the competitive phase has come relatively recently. In Tanzania,

although the restrictions were imposed much later on, the same is true since the

condition of the roads did not encourage an early development of road competition.

With protection readily afforded it, the railway has not shown much recognition of the

operational advantages arising from the fundamentally different technical character¬

istics and cost structures of road and rail. Consequently, its response to com¬

petition was inevitably to attempt to defend its traditional spheres of interest rather

than to consolidate its position in those sectors of the transport market where it had

a clear competitive advantage over commercial road transport.

The condition of rapidly increasing returns to investment under which the road

transport industry has been operating has resulted in a steady fall in vehicle

operating corns with improved engine design and an improvement in the quality of the
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road network. Extensions in the coverage of highway systems gradually widened "the
effective area of competition with the railways. At the same time the emergence

of the private motor car and the omnibus resulted in a loss of passenger traTfic and
threatened the viability of tho passenger services.

Compared with many rail systems that faced similar competition, the East Africa

Kailway was, and remains, in a favourable position, even without protection by

regulations. Many other railways,notably in North America and Europe, have

experienced a decline in heavy industries depending on long-distance, bulk transport
and the emergence of light, market-oriented industries requiring a flexible, localized

»

transport service, of the type provided more efficiently by road vehicles. In East

Africa, although secondary industry has increased its share of total production, the

railway has oxporienccd a continuous growth in tho long-distance bulk sector of the

transport market, whore it has a clear competitive advantage over road transport.
This growth, which is likely to continue, has been one of the main factors contributing
to the financial viability of the railway in the past - even when divorcing the railway
from .EAR. & H's more profitable port operation. The long distance (300 miles)
between the port of Mombasa and Nairobi has been a further source of strength and,
despite.the recent bituminization of the x'oad, is one of the main reasons for confidence

in the future viability of the railway. Nevertheless in recent years the financial
health of the railway, because of the nature of its tariff, has depended primarily on

the restriction of road transport in Kenya and Tanzania.

In Kenya restrictions date back to 1932 and have had as their principal objective the
protection of the railway's differential tariff/.safeguarding the higher-rated traffics from
road competition. Essentially the regulations have been geographical in character,
controlling tho operations of road vehicles on specific routes parallel' to the railway.

\

They have been supplemented by a system of licence classification related to United

Kingdom practice, distinguishing between public carriers operating for hire and
reward ar.d private carriers operating on own account. In fact, this functional
delineation has never been seriously enforced. No exclusive public carriers' A

licences wero evor issued, all public traffic being carried by limited public carriers,



licensed to operate vehicles on own account but also lor hire and reward under specific
conditions as to area, distance or commodity. Even so, evasion has been widespread

and illegal commercial operation by private carriers has acted against the'interests
of both the limited public carriers and the railway. None the less it is clear that.an

effective limit was imposed on the total capacity of road transport available and made

the continued operation of the railway's differential tariff possible. But the official
lino emerging from the 1958 Committee of Enquiry to examine the Transport
Licensing Ordinance (Madan Committee) was that, apart from any question of safe¬
guarding the differential tariff, licensing was desirable in the interests of the road
transport industry itself as a corrective to the chronic tendency to over - investment
and financial instability.

Amendments to the Transport Licensing Ordinance in 1960 incorporated some of the

recommendations of the 1958 Madan Committee. In particular, licences for the

carriage of goods on routes already served by the railway were normally to be

granted for distances of not more than 30 miles or such greater distance as the nature
of the goods or services warranted. Although still highly restrictive, the 1960 -

amendments reveal some understanding of the relative advantages of rail and road,

particularly in the exceptions allowed to the general 30 mile rule. This can be seen

in the-cxclusion of the transport of perishable goods and the partial exclusion of

associated back-hauls, and is implied in the exclusion of goods carried for an under¬

taking operating "to the benefit of the public" and where carriage by rail would be
of detriment to the undertaking. In the main, however, the 1960 amendments

introduced no fundamental change in the principles underlying road transport

licensing in Kenya.

These regulations remained in force until 1967, covering the period through which

Kenya progressed to independence. Since 1967, however, the regulations have been
used for tho achievment of a further objective of government policy, namely the

encouragement of African participation in road transport, although this requirement
is not stated explicitly in the 1967 amendments to the ordinance. Inevitably this

development is loading to the emergence cf an increasing number of small operating •
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units, often single vehicle firms, and in this respect it runs counter to one of the main

aims of the Madan Committee recommendations, namely a shift towards larger

operating units to mitigate the allegedly harmful effects of unrestricted competition. _

At the same time, the specific limitations set down in the 1960 amendments for the
■ protection of the railway's position were replaced in the 1967 amendments by the

looser, and weaker, requirement for the Transport Licensing Board to "have regard

to the interests of the railway" in considering an application for a road operator's

licence.

Regulations relating to the operation of road passenger vehicles in Kenya have been drawn
*

up primarily with regard to questions of safety and internal co-ordination. Protection

of tho railway's passenger services has not been a significant aim of the system.

Despite the Madan. Committee's recommendation for a system of licence classification

according to type of service, the basis of the present system is still tho single Road
Service Licence issued to vehicles dosigned to carry passengers and operating for hire
and reward. In considering applications for licences, tho Transport Licensing
Board is required to pay regard to the public interest. It attempts to discharge

this responsibility through the co-ordination of passenger traffic for particular areas
and routes by reference to the coverage and frequency of existing services and the
needs of the area or route in question. Licences are issued subject to specific

conditions relating to fares, time-tables and stopping points.

Restrictive licensing of road transport came later in Tanzania with the setting up of
the Transport Licensing Authority in 1956. United Kingdom practice was again
reflected in the functional classification of licences for carriage for hire and reward
and carriage on own account. The Transport Licensing Board was enjoined to take

account, in the consideration of licence applications, of the extent to which "it is

necessary in the public interest to prevent uneconomic competition with other systems

of transport". This clause has been interpreted as requiring protection of the railway
against unrestricted competition from public road carriers. Private carriers'

licences, by contract, were issued liberally. Consequently, as in Kenya, illegal
public operation by private carriers became common, to the detriment of public

carriers and tho railways. The 1960 Committee set up to examine the efficiency and
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Such resta*.clivo regulations as do exist relate to internal and international movements

over particular routes and carriage of passengers in goods vehicles. These are

concerned more with questions of safety and tcclmical road standards and are not

intended to affect directly the competitive relationship between different transport ;

modes as in Kenya and Tanzania.

Passenger vehicle licensing, on the other hand, is intended to limit competition.

Licensing within this sector has its origins in the 1930's when a steady increase in the
number of road accidents was attributed to excessive speeds which, in turn, were

blamed on unrestrained competition. .Entry into the passenger sector has, in con-

sequence,been controlled since 1936 by the application of criteria similar to those

adopted elsewhere in East Africa, namely suitability of the applicant, demand for the

proposed service, level of fares and scheduling of services.

Illegal competition has always plagued passenger service operations in Uganda, but
whereas this traditionally took the form of illegal carriage of passengers by goods

vehicles, the spread of private car ownership during the post-war period has

encouraged the operation of the "pirate taxi". While the Transport Licensing Board
was in a position to impose sanctions against the illegal use of goods vehicles, it has
no control over the activities of passenger cars, except in so far as these may be
licensed private hire motor vehicles exceeding the terms of their licences. Nor is

there much evidence of determined police action to enforce regulations in tins sector.

The operation of the private taxi has thus come to play an important and well established

part in.Uganda's passenger transport system. The resulting conflict with the

interests of licensed bus operators, particularly small - scale African concerns, and

the increasing difficulty of encouraging cross-subsidisation of lightly trafficked routes,

lies at the base of Uganda's passenger transport problem.

Despite these restrictions, which have impeded the development of the road transport

industry along competitive lines in Kenya and Tanzania, road operators throughout
East Africa are still free from many of the traffic and pricing constraints bearing on

the railway. The road haulier, for example, is free to accept or reject traffics at
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will, permitting him to concentrate on the transport of commodities traditionally

carried at high rates by vail, leaving the lower-rated and less remunerative traffics

to the railway. He is also free to'vary his charges in accordance with the pricing

requirements of the competitive situation. His ability to use this pricing flexibility

to secure back-loads at rates reflecting short-run variable costs, for instance,

combined with the spatial flexibility and small size of the unit of supply, which aids

him in seeking out back-loads, has an obvious influence on tho competitive relationship
with the railway.

The Weakening of Road Transport Restrictions

«

The change which took place in July 1367 in the Kenya road transport licensing

system led to, and was itself to some extent a reflection of a weakening in the

system. In 1967 licences for the main trunk routes, notably Mombasa-Nairobi
were issued more freely than before. In 1968 they were issued almost without

limitation for the Mombasa-Nairbi route, notably for oil tankers. The high rail

rates for while petroleum products, well above tho costs of operating large road

tankers, offered road hauliers the certainty of high profits, provided that the rail

rates remained unchanged.

This situation, combined with the general inefficiency of the system, led to sub¬

stantial movements by road lhat ought, on grounds of economic cost, to have been

by rail. The consultants' allocation exercise shows that the economic loss from

this misallocation was of the order of £0.6 million - 63 per cent arising in Kenya,

22 per cent in Tanzania and 15 per cent in Uganda. The railway lost about £0. 5 million

in surplus of revenue over variable cost by not carrying this traffic ; this figure is

based on an assumed reduction in rail charges to competitive levels, for it was
2

almost wholly because they were too high that the traffic was lost.

That traffic lost in 1967 included 15,500 tons of petrol in tankers (of which 12, 000 tons

from Mombasa to Nairobi) and 10, 200 tons of aviation turbine fuel moving from

Mombasa to Nairobi. But this loss vas armom as nothing compared with that of 1963,

1 Described in Part 4 of this Volume, and in detail in Volume 5, 2 See Volume 5,
under "Effects on Revenue".
IP



notably in tac latter part of the year. In the August - November period of 190 ï»

movements by rail from Mombasa of petrol and aviation turbine fuel to Nairobi and of

aviation turbine fuel to Kampala were running at an annual rate 150,000 tons-below

that of 1067, involving a loss to rail revenue of £1. 0 million below the 1067 level. In

November 196S there were no movements of aviation turbine fuel by rail and a mere

633 tons of petrol. The complete loss of these three movements alone will mean an

annual economic loss of £0.5 million on the basis of 1967 traffic; this would nearly

double the already .mentioned economic loss in that year of £0.6 million through use

of road in place of rail. If rail charges wore set to compete with road transport,

the railway would have retained this traffic, together with a surplus of revenue over

variable cost of £0.5 million.

The erosion of the position of the railway is proceeding rapidly. The cream of the '

highest - rated petroleum products is being taken; in 1969 it is probable that virtually
no aviation turbine fuel and little petrol will move by rail out of Mombasa. But all
the white oil products to destinations as far from Mombasa as Kampala can, if the

present rail rates are maintained, be carried by road more cheaply than by rail,

though at three times the economic cost of rail. In Volume 5 of this Report, under

"Effects On Revenue", the consultants list all significant movements where the present

rail charge exceeds the net economic cost of the road competition. On the basis of

tliis list (Table 39), the potential economic loss by moving all white oil products by road
from Mombasa is a further £2. 0 million, on the basis of rail traffic in 1967 alone.

This is by no means the only result that is likely soon to result from the freeing of
road transport without at the same time freeing the railway from its present tariff.

Coffeo moving to thecoast.for example, is highly susceptible to road transport; the

economic loss would probably be of the order of £0.7 million, on the basis of 1967 traffic

moved by rail. The total tonnage of Table 39 o'fVolume 5 is as large as 2.2 million

tons, including coffee and the petroleum products just mentioned. Grossing this figure

up to the estimated total traffic gives 2. 6 million tons. The economic loss, were

this traffic to transfer from rail to road would probably be of the order of £10 million,
a loss that would increase as traffic increases. The railway would be utterly unable

1 The latest month for which figures were available to the consultants at the time of
writing.
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Commercial nnd Economie Costs

The first distinction that must be drawn is between commercial and economic cost. .

The latter, which is taken as the relevant concept for a resource allocation study such

as the present, is defined in terms of the opportunity costs of the productive factors

employed. In this sense the economic cost of a factor, such as labour or investment

capital, is equivalent to tho benefits that would have been yielded by using that factor
in tho next best alternative uso. The cost to the economy of employing that factor

\

Jin its present use, in other words, is equivalent to tho opportunities lost by not
employing it in the alternative use. The1 theoretical relationship between commercial
and economic costs can take various and complex forms but in the context of the

present Study the principal divergences from commercial costs would be expected
to arise in relation to interest charged on capital invested in existing assets, wages

paid to lower-grade labour and the provision costs of assets and consumable stores

subject to indirect taxation. With a current opportunity cost of capital in East Africa

of 10 per cent (as established by the Study's Steering Committee), the fact that the

railway may be servicing, at a lower interest rate, a loan for an asset that will

eventually require replacement and may also be able to acquire replacement capital

at a lower rate, does-not change the true economic cost of that capital which is still

10 per cent since this is the return that is being denied to the economy by not employing

it in an alternative use. Similarly, if a labourer were employed on road maintenance

at a daily rate of Shs.5, the economic cost of employing him would be only Shs.2

if this were the maximum he could earn in an alternative job or nil if no other employ¬
ment opportunities were available. ' Again, a lorry operator may pay Shs.4 for a

gallon c-f diesel fuel but if 50 per cent of this price is accounted for by taxation, then

the economic cost is only Shs.2 since this sum represents the opportunity cost of
resources consumed in tho production and distribution of tho petrol,while the remainder

is merely a transfer of income within tho economy. The economic costs in these

instances differ significantly from the commercial costs which are of relevance only
r\ . .

to tho private costs of tho enterprise providing tho transport service.



to cover its invariable costs and would become an expensive burden on each of the

three states.

It may be argued that this is unduly alarmist, that the road licensing system will not
break down entirely or even that it could be reinstated. But it remains a fact that in

Kenya the system has not merely been weakened, it has collapsed at thevdry point . •

that the structure should be strongest. It is well known that revenue from white oil

products was the mainstay of the "differential" tariff, that the surplus of revenue over

variable cost of these movements up from Mombasa was an essential ;part of a

system that allowed low rates elsewhere.
»

Despite this, the system of road restrictions has collapsed and it seems unlikely,
even if it were desirable, that it could be re-imposed.

Instead of trying to put the clock back, the consultants suggest a change in the other

factor which has caused this great waste in economic resources - the structure and

inflexibility of the railway tariff. The railway has recognized the need for many

years to put its tariff on to the cost-related basis which would enable it to meet road

competition, but progress has been slow. The last significant rate change of
March 19GÔ was two years in the pipeline.

In the consultants' opinion, the railway must be given the freedom to cut its charges
to meet' road competition and must be allowed to raise rates where possible and

when necessary to secure its overall financial viability. The bulk of the petroleum

products now moved by road from Mombasa should return to rail; even if depreciation

on the road tankers is not taken into the cost comparison, it is still cheaper to move

the products by rail. Moreover, the road costs do not include expenditure on the

reconstruction of roads that fail through the passage of excess loads over them. It

is arguable that if the trend away from the railway in bulk long-distance transport

continues, substantial investment will bo ncedoo to reconstruct roads both in Kpnya

and in Uganda.
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2, TRANSPORT COSTS

In) rodiiot ion

The background to the East African transport system and the problems of road-rail

competition have been outlined in Part 1 above. As indicated there, the consultants

feel tint transport co-ordination should be achieved not by a re-introduction of

regulations but by a pricing solution. The basic reasoning behind this is that, if charges

are as far as possible related to variable costs, consumer choice will x-esult in an

optimum allocation of traffic between modes of transport and hence an efficient

utilisation of resources in the transport sector. The first necessity for the consultants

was therefore to carry out a detailed study of transport costs and the concepts and

methods employed arc described below.

The Theoretical Background

The term costs has, up to this point, been employed in a general manner concealing

the underlying complexities. There is an extensive literature on the subject of costs

in relation to transport1 and it is not intended to present a detailed exposition of the

current state of theory in this Study. A statement of definitions and a brief review of the

principal conceptual difficulties is, however, essential to an understanding of the
nature and implications of the consultants' recommendations. The costing concepts

employed are, therefore, examined and defined with greater precision below.

1. Sec, for example; F.K. Edwards, 'Cost Analysis in Transportation', American
Economic Review, May, 1947. W.A. Lewis, 'Overhead Costs', Allen & Unwin, 1949.
J.R. Meyer, M.J. Peck et al., 'The Economics of Competition in the Transportation
Industries', Harvard University Press, 1959. W.J. Baumol, J.C. Bonbright, ctal.,
'The Role of Cost in the Minimum Pricing of Railroad Services', Journal of Business,
Vol. 35, 19G2, C.D. Fostor, 'The Transport Problem', Blackie & Son, 19G3.



Variable and Invariable Costs
r,.

One oi' the most important and(at the same time, most vexatious concepts in transport
cost analysis is that of variable costs. It is clearly of key importance in the present

Study which advocates that variable costs should constitute the minimum pricing base
, ï

for transporting services. It will be useful, therefore, to set down, in the light of
the above definition of economic costs, the rationale behind the choice of this pricing

base.

If a given traffic is charged at a rate which fails to cover its variable costs, defined
as those economic costs that could be avoided by not carrying the traffic, some shippers

will derive less benefit from the resources consumed in using the transport mode

than would have been yielded by their consumption elsewhere in the economy or even

by alternative transport modos. The situation is shown diagrammatically below.



The price curve PP' represents the prices that shippers arc willing to pay l'or a

transport service. The variable costs of providing the service arc represented

by the curve CC'. If rates arc to reflect variable costs then oq1 units, say wagoiv-

loads, will be purchased at a rato of op^. If the rate is lowered below variable
2 2

costs to op", then oq units will bo purchased. The additional benefits yielded will
12

be equivalent to the area q rtq . The additional variable costs, on the other hand, .

1 2
are equivalent to the area q rsq . By virtue of the definition of economic costs givon

above, these costs are equivalent to benefits foregone elsewhere in the economy.
2 1

If the resources used in the additional output oq - oq had been employed in the next

best alternative use, additional benefits equivalent to the shaded areas could have
«

been achieved at no extra cost. Obviously, therefore, an inefficient allocation of

resources would be involved if the charges of a transport mode were less than the

corresponding variable costs. Within the transport sector itself, resources would
be absorbed when, to the extent that they could be employed in alternative transport

uses, they would have yielded greater benefits used by another mode or for the

provision of different services by the same mode. From both the commercial, profit-

maximising viewpoint and the broader economic viewpoint, the situation is an

irrational one.

On tho other hand, when transport charges exceed variable costs in some arbitrary

manner without reference to tho corresponding variable costs of competing modes or

the elasticity of demand, say through the distribution of invariable costs propor¬

tionately over all traffics, some traffics may bo lost to a higher variable cost mode

and some potential traffics discouraged altogether. But by lowering charges towards

the variable cost level, the traffics could have been retained and still have made some

contribution to invariable costs. Again, therefore, variable cost based pricing

protects the interests of both the commercial transport operator and the economy at

largo.

By relating charges to variable costs in this way, the conditions are created for an

approach towards the optimum traffic allocation, that is the allocation amongst modes

1G



and serviços in such a manner that the relationship between marginal c^st and the

marginal value product is identical in each alternative use. Owing to institutional
factors and other market imperfections, this optimum is, for all practical purposes,

an unattainable ideal. The closest sub-optimum solution should, however, be

adopted as the yardstick, for measuring the efficiency of resource allocation and
the economic target for future transport policy. It is this practical objective that

the recommendations of the East Africa Transport Study are designed to achieve.

Having demonstrated the theoretical significance of variable costs as a minimum

pricing base and as a measure of the efficiency of the allocation of resources in the '

transport sector, it is necessary to define the term more precisely. The variable

costs of a given traffic have been defined earlier in this Part as the costs that could
be avoided by not carrying it. Alternatively, it may be thought of as the net addition

to costs resulting from that traffic. Invariable costs by contrast are independent

of the volume of traffic and cannot, therefore, be escaped by reducing the traffic

volume. The earthworks supporting the track provide an example: their maintenance

is necessitated by climatic, topographical and other factors unrelated to the tonnages

or number of traffic units passing over them, and the costs would still be incurred

even if traffic fell off to a negligible level.

Unfortunately, neithor of the above definitions of variable costs are of much practical

use by themselves, as they do not take account of the difficulty that the level of variable

costs will change according to both the time-span and the volume of traffic for which

they are calculated. This can best be illustrated by a practical example, using the

avoidable cost definition.

The variable cost of transporting a lorry-load of cement from Tororo to Kampala

is relatively small when measured over a period of a few days, amounting to little

more than the cost of the fuel and the wear and tear on the vehicle and road surface

that would bo avoided by not making the journey. Capital has been invested in the

vehicle, and interest will continue to be paid regardless of whether or not the vehicle
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is in use. Similarly, staff will probably be on a monthly contract. Neither interest

nor wages, therefore, would be classed under the variable cost definition measured
over such a short period. If the period of appraisal is extended to over a month, ■

however, wages become an avoidable cost as notice can be given and lho size of a
firm's labour force reduced to take account of a decline in traffic. The interest

on the provision cost of the vehicle, however, is still an invariable cost while its

working life is still unexpired. Longer-run variable costs measured over say ten

years, on the other hand, will ihclude the interest.on vehicle provision costs, as the
option of replacing the vehicle or not when it wears out can be exercised within this

period. Over a longer period other, more durable,assets such as garaging or
»

loading bays would bo drawn into the variable cost category. In the very long run,

all costs will become variable.

Variable costs are subject not only to these temporal variations but also, as mentioned

above, to technical variations associated with the range of output over which the

variable costs are being assessed. Rail variable costs are particularly sensitive

to tiiis factor owing to the technical differences between the unit of demand, namely

the ton or passenger mile, and the unit of supply, namely the entire train journey.

At one extremo, the transport by rail of a ton of soda ash from Magadi to Mombasa
would incur a low variable cost, even over the fairly long run, since capacity on

existing trains could almost certainly be found without necessitating investment in new

plant. The costs on this case would probably comprise little more than the extra

labour costs involved in loading and unloading and the negligible amount of fuel

burnt in hauling the extra ton. If the output under consideration were 100 tons,

'however, this would constitute a consignment of more than three wagon loads so

that, over the same longer-run period, wagon provision and maintenance costs would

bo included and the associated track maintenance and wear on rails would become

a significant item in variable costs. A consignment of 1,000 tons of soda ash would

make up more than a whole train load, so that locomotive provision and maintenance

costs, crew wages and probably some station staff wages become variable in the

sense that they could bo avoided if the train did not run. If traffic increased still
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further, measures to increase actual lino capacity would eventually become necessary,,

involving investment in additional capital so that the classification of variable costs-

becomes even broader.

The principal difficulty attending the uso of the variable cost concept as a working
tool now becomes apparent. There is no single variable cost for a transport mode,
but rather an ever-increasing range of costs encountered successively as the analysis

is extended on a temporal or technical scale. The appropriate variable cost figure

to be used depends on the purpose of the exercise. One of the first problems in

the present Study, therefore, was to select the appropriate time period and unit of •
»

output for the determination of the relative variable costs of the competing transport

modes in East Africa. It can be argued that, even within the limited terms of
«

refcronco of the Study, a wide rango of different variable costs is relevant. While

this is certainly true fr-om a theoretical viewpoint, a single unequivocal enumeration
must be decided upon initially and applied consistently to all transport modes in order
to determine the least-cost allocation of traffics and to measure the extent to which

the current allocation falls short of this optimum. A further practical point is that

what is clear from the theoretical viewpoint may not be so readily apparent from the

working level where the day-to-day commercial decisions must be taken. Any

proposed solution to East Africa's transport problems based on abstruse theorising,

without regard to the capacities of the transport entities to implement it, stands

little chance of acceptance. If charges are to be based on variable costs and are to be

amenable to prompt changes to meet a changing competitive situation, it is important,

particularly for the railway with its complex cost structure, that the enumerations

of applicable variable costs be limited in number, widely understood and easily

calculable. The approach, therefore, has been to adopt as a measure of the efficiency
of resource allocation and a basis for pricing, that particular enumeration of

variable costs that appears to accord most closely with the general requirements of

the Study, and to indicate specific instances where, as a divergence from the general

rule, a different, but equally comprehensible enumeration of variable costs should
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be applied. Practical considerations have, therefore, been taken into account and

admitted even at the expense of theoretical purity, in order to formulate a set of

recommendations which can be effectively implemented, given East Africa' s current

and foreseeable manpower resources, and will encourage an efficient utilisation of

transport resources.

The Cost Structures of Competing Transport Modes

Before specifying and discussing the cost items included in the selected variable cost

enumeration, a word should be said on the nature of the relationship between variable •

and invariable costs and the other distinguishing cost characteristics of the different

competing transport modes. The railway and lake services are, as explained in

Part 1, characterised by expensive, highly durable and largely specific capital assets.

Pipelines, too, share this feature. If capital is sunk in a railway viaduct, a wagon

ferry or a pumping station, replacement is unlikely to be necessary over a very long

period. These assets are indivisible and cannot, therefore, be partially closed down

or divided amongst alternative uses and, in most cases, are highly specific, so that,

even in their entirety,. they could not be employed elsewhere. The provision and

maintenance costs of these assets are unlikely to figure in any but the longest-run
enumeration of variable costs. In road transport, by contrast, highly durable capital

assets of this nature are less common. The roads themselves, with their associated

earthworks and structures, fall into this category and, as with railways, a significant

proportion of route or track maintenance is invariable with traffic. Unlike rail
x'!

-\ V; transport costs, however, these constitute a relatively small part of total road transport
' Î '

I costs. The infrastructure of the road haulage industry itself includes some durable
fixed assets such as garage buildings and warehouses but these, too, given the present

structure of the industry, are of insignificance compared with other vehicle operating

costs. Road costs, on the one hand, therefore, and rail and waterway costs, on the

other, are distinguished by the proportion of costs remaining to bo recouped after
variable costs have been recovered. This will apply whatever the time-span selected

for the evaluation of variable costs. But if a short-run evaluation is adopted as the
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minimum pricing base, only a small proportion of rail costs will be covcz*cd by the

minimum charging provisions, leaving the greater proportion to be recouped through

discriminatory pricing in competition with other modes. The greater this propor¬

tion the more hazardous the railway's commercial pricing policy becomes. The

longer the time-span, the less is the proportion of costs that must be recovered in

this manner, but a point is soon reached where virtually all road transport costs

will be absox-bed into the variable category while rail Invariable costs still comprise

a substantial proportion of total costs. These fundamental differences in the cost

structures of the modes obviously complicate the competitive relationship. It is

these difficulties which have been borpe in mind in selecting the time period for the
. calculation of variable costs in the present Study as explained later in this Part,

I

A further distinguishing feature between the respective cost structures of rail and

waterways and of road transport is the relationship between movement and terminal

costs, even when elements of both are classed as variable. Pipelines provide a

further distinctive case in that the movement-terminal relationship is a rather less

meaningful concept and cannot be quantified in the same terms as for other modes.

On the railways, expensive terminal operations, such as shunting and marshalling,

are entailed in every movement. They are necessary at both origin and destination

and are independent of the mileage travelled in between. A similar situation occurs

with road transport but the important quant it ive difference is that road terminal

costs form only a very small proportion of total variable costs, particularly when

the evaluation period excludes the costs of the more durable fixed installations such

as loading bays associated with terminal operations.

The practical implication of this is that the cost of transport of a consignment by

rail incurs a proportionately large fixed element. Rail costs, in consequence are

highly variable with distance, being exceptionally nigh over short distances and falling

off rapidly as distance increases. Road transport costs, by contrast, are less

sensitive to changes in distance owing to the relative unimportance of this terminal

clement. The implications of this for both competition between and co-ordination
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of the two modes are apparent from the respective loci of unit costs s'aowa by the

curves in the diagram opposite. The curves, constructed from the consultants'

field data, show the relative variable costs per ton according to distance travelled

for an eight ton consignment conveyed in a 13 ton, four-wheeled wagon by rail and

a 10 ton lorry by road. It can be seen that, up to a distance of 185 miles (208 km),
the heavy terminal element keeps rail cost3 above the corresponding road costs.

Beyond this point the railway begins to derive the benefit of its relatively low variable

costs as the fixed terminal element is distributed across an increasing mileage
and rail costs become progressively lower than road costs.

**
*

The Effects of Loadings, Speeds and Environmental Factors on Costs

It was necessary to specify the consignment and traffic unit sizes in the above

example to allow for the fact that variable transport costs arc influenced substantially

by loadings. In this Study the traffic units taken initially for the calculation of

variable costs are the train in the case of rail^.and the lorry in the case of road.
Costs have been calculated for trains of average gross weight on different parts of

the railway system and for a range of lorries assuming a general average load factor.

From these figures it has been possible to derive costs on a ton-mile basis. Clearly,
costs on a tonnage basis will vary according to the number of tons loaded in a traffic

unit. In the railway's case, the gross train weight can be kept fairly close to the

average by virtue of the divisible nature of a train which permits wagons to be

marshalled and despatched and train lengths to be varied to meet operational require¬

ments. Cost variations tend, in consequence, to be governed by the ratio of tare

weight to gross train weight, that is by the number of tons loaded in a wagon. For

example, the movement cost per net ton of a 25 ton consignment transported by rail
between Mwanza and Tabora in a 32 ton bogie is;

(27,8 x 0,7) + 4.1 (15.7 + 25) = Shs. 7.4
.25
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where 27.8 is the daily provision cost in shillings for a 32 ton bogie, 0.7 is the

journey time in days, 4.1 is the movement cost per gross ton in shillings and 15.7
is the tare weight of the bogie in tons. If the consignment were only 12 tons, the

corresponding movement cost would be;

(27.8 x 0.7) + 4.1 (15.7 + 12) = Shs. 11.3
12

Terminal costs of Shs. 181 at Mwanza and Shs. 18$ at Tabora, on lho other hand,

will be the same for the bogie in both instances as these are incurred by the wagon,

iiï cspcctivo of the size of loading. Terminal costs per net ion, in consequence,will

be significantly different for the two consignments cited above at Shs. 14.8 and

Shs. 30.8, respectively.

The effects of different loadings on the variable costs per ton of transporting a 32 ton

bogie wagon over thi3 route, inclusive of both movement and terminal costs, are

demonstrated in the diagram below.



Variations in wagon loadings are common in railway operations owing to the different

loading characteristics of traffics and marketing systems which cause certain

commodities to be conveyed in wagons carrying less than their nominal net tonnage.

Pyrcthrum, for cxamplo, fills the total volume capacity of the wagon long before the

weight limit is reached. The rail cost analysis in this Study is presented in a form

which permits account to be taken of the effects of different loadings, with basic

gross ton costs quoted including an average 20 per cent empty running allowance for

general goods wagons and 100 per cent allowance tor specialised wagons such as

tank or cement wagons which are prevented by their nature from carrying back loads.

Road transport costs aro similarly variable with loading. In practice, however,
variations from the average load arc less clearly related to particular commodities
than in the rail case reflecting the internal competitive structure_of_the road haulago
industry. Moreover, distribution around the average does appear to be sufficiently
narrow for most traffics to permit the widespread use of an average load factor in

the cost analysis without affecting the inter-modal comparisons significantly. The

availability of a greater range of lorry sizes with significantly different operating costs
and the lower incidence of largo directional traffic imbalances in road transport help
to keep divergences from tho average load factor in check. An average load factor
of 65 per cent without additional allowance for empty running has, therefore, been

adopted in most cases in tho road cost analysis. There are, however, certain excep¬

tional traffics where this load factor is clearly inappropriate. In these cases

average loadings specific to that commodity have been estimated for use in tho traffic

allocation.

On the lake services, tonnages shipped usually account for such a small proportion
of the gross tonnages of vessels that the effects of even wide variations in loadings on

variable costs can be disregarded.-

Allowance has, however, been made for the sensitivity of road costs to vehiole

speeds. The .immediate effect of an increase in vehiclo running speed, say through



the upgraumg a road surface from gravel to bitumer., is that hie vmdoit's average

annual mileage will probably increase. Certain cost items which arc incurred

annually and arc ir.c.epcadcnl, or partly independent, of distance travelled, such as

insurance, drivers' wages and some administrative costs, can then be spread over

the increased mileage with a consequent lowering of ton mile costs. • In a static

situation a further saving would arise from the fact that a giver, work load could

then bo carried out by a smaller number of faster moving vehicles, thereby releasing

capital for other uses. But, in fact, speed-increasing investments are unlikely
to bo made on a scale sufficient to generate surplus capacity in the face of a rising

demand for road transport. Variable cost reductions arc, therefore, more likely
to arise from the wider distribution of those cost items fixed in relation to distance

than through the exclusion of road vehicle provision costs from the variable category.

The same considerations apply to rail transport. But train speeds arc fixed by

operating factors such as line curvatures, gradients and frequency of crossing loops ,

which are unlikely to be modified within the evaluation period of the present Study.

The train speeds for the different sections of the system are taken as a datura,

therefore, and no further provision is made for assessing the effects of speed changes
on current variable costs. Constant speeds are similarly assumed for the lake

service. The general question of longer-term cost-reducing investment is dealt

with later in Part 6.

Given the present and foreseeable state of technology of commercial road vehicles,

speed will be governed by the interaction of surface conditions, widths and alignments

of roads. The interaction of these same environmental factors also affect directly

other variable cost items •such as fuel consumption and wear and tear on vehicles.

The variable costs of identical lorries with similar load factors will, in consequence,

differ widely on different routes. Owing to the absence of detailed statistical data

and the large number of routes involved, it was not practicable to calculate costs

separately for each route as was clone, for individual sections 01 the railway system.
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.J can bo taken as a measure oi the combined clïoci of annua ; g>-

mm iko different ouvironmental factors, as lho consultants' fiole! research ...Miosis,

ti.on variaiions in variable costs on particular roules can be approximately determined

by estimating average speeds for appropriate categories of vehicles over those

routes. This is the method that has been adopted in the consultants' cost analysis.

Speed tests were carried out over all roads deemed to compete with the railway,

as described in detail in Volume 2 of this report. Representative speeds were

determined for different vehicle types for the three main categories of road,bitumen,

gravel and earth, for general working purposes. Then specific speeds, as affected

by local environmental factors, were determined for the individual roads to indicate
the extent to which variable costs for each one diverged from the average for all

roads of corresponding surface type. An advantage of this approach was that future

costs could be forecast on roads scheduled for upgrading within the Study evaluation

period.

The main end products of the cost analysis, therefore, are a set of rail costs, specific

to individual sections of the system which can be manipulated to take account of

different loadings; a set of waterway costs specific to each vessel operating on Lake

Victoria; and a set of road costs specific to selected categories of vehicles with an

average load factor, which can bo adjusted to take account of different road conditions.
Future pipeline costs arc dealt with under the section in investment. This treatment

reflects the differing cost characteristics of the competing transport modes.

Current Variable Transport Costs in East Africa

Having discussed the fundamental differences in the cost functions and operating

conditions of the respective modes, it is necessary to return to the question of the

appropriate time-span for the measurement of variable transport costs in Easi Africa.

The ass..mod ranges of output for which the cosrs ..ave beer, assessed are, as

OA Zi.ttttiv.Vi * » 'JOVW ï ti ttt. j. a V/ * O it v ut * ( ^ Vj i-O » it v.# ï t*ki t.»* V- a O / » O » vl 11 t • « tti ititt ï»» tV' i< 11 t»«w> V> O v) isí ^ O x
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idling stock constituting a train on the railway skie. In regard to tko temporal

factor, the costs have been calculated initially over a period sufficiently long to'inelude
recurrent operating costs, route maintenance costs and, on the assumption thai

demand lor transport by all modes will continue to grow, the cost of the provision of

lho means of locomotion and carriage and an element of track costs. Since locomotives

and roiling stock have a working life of up to 25 years, this classification implies

a fairly long-term evaluation period (though not longer-term in me sense thai all

plant can be varied to meet a changed level of demand). On the road transport side,

therefore, virtually all vehicle operating costs and a substantial proportion of the
*

qualitatively less important highway costs arc drawn into the variable category while
about a third of total rail costs arc still classed as invariable. Where surplus

capacity appears likely to emerge through a specific investment or disinvestment

decision, as for example, with a surplus ofrailway tarde wagons following the installation

of a competing pipeline, provision costs have been modified or excluded from variable

costs to take account of this. Variablejcosts enumerated in this way are considered
to provide the most realistic basis for traffic allocation and pricing, bearing in mind

the structural tendency for road transport to charge as though its costs were fully

variable and the need for an element of stability in pricing generally. It is recognised,

however, that, under certain conditions, shorter-run variable costs may furnish

a more appropriate base for allocation and pricing, e.g. for occasional consignments

such as building materials for a single capital project or for back loads where there

is a substantial imbalance of traffic, so that, where necessary, the variable costs can

be adjusted to reflect a shorter period of avoidability. Examples of such modifications
are given in Volume 5.

It is convenient, at this stage, to digress on a point of terminology. In the foregoing

discussion the term 'variable' has been employed to describe those costs that vary

with traffic, and the 1errn 'marginal' which is often used synonymously in the literature

o ». transpor. v!oo»»o»"n»oo » *n s ucen a\o..«Cv;. ...c o>.uua ».o .... o * » * .a . 1..0 ..a..

cost is frequent,y associated with the cost of the in.ererr.en.nl unit, .ha .on or passenger
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principally trains, lorries and vessels, the incremental unit or unit or demand has
luile relevance as costs arc measured over a significantly greater range of on.out.

There is no theoretical reason why marginal costs should not be re-defined to apply

to a larger output range in this way* but it is thought that the tendency to associate

it exclusively with the incremental cost may lead to some confusion, ' The term

'variable' with its broader connotation is, therefore, preferred.

Ti-.e Evaluation Period of the Cost Annrmis

On the assumption that the recommendations of this Study are unlikely to be implemented

before the end of 1969 and to allow for major investment projects scheduled for

completion in the near future, costs have been derived for the East African transport

system in the form that it will take in the early 1970's. The principal differences

from the present system will lie in the greater mileage of bituminised and engineered

gravel roads after 1970, which will have an important influence on variable road
maintenance costs, and the extension of diesel powered locomotion over the railway

system, with wide-ranging effects on most of the rail variable cost items. The

case advanced by the railway for dicsclisation rests on general grounds of cost

comparison with steam and on the particular ground of the progressive difficulties
of obtaining replacement parts for steam locomotives and of staffing a s team maintenance

force. Owing to the irreversibility of these last factors, the change-over in the

means of locomotion cannot be long delayed. It is, therefore, considered more

realistic to base costs on dicsclisation from the outset, as costs relating to steam

locomotion would soon cease to have any practical relevance. For a short transi¬

tional period lho withdrawal of some steam locomotives before the ends of their

effective working lives on sections undergoing dieselisation may yield surplus

1 Some economists, notably SEg1er am. Ecnn.am, ...lot-.' for a wider technical
ap....cation of the concept by c.cfinrn ; marginal cosm an the average variable cost of
t. io u ouipu t, t a liicj. Li.uîi t.il. »... a. loot oa i iic a.,oa c_* a .. o* t. 11. i. un i a ,
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lueonioiivo c..pnc:tv that could be employed elsewhere on the system. hi c.c suor,,

íun, huh' would lower rail variable costs as locomotive provision could no longer

bo classed as an avoidable cost. But this would be a short-lived phenomenon with

little significance i'or longer term traffic allocation or pricing policy and its impiica- •

lions arc, therefore, disregarded in the cost analysis.

Costs have been derived principally from 19GG accounting and statistical sources,

although it has been necessary in some instances, where 19G6 figures for rail costs

were not available, to substitute 19G7 data suitably adjusted. Certain cost items,

such as locomotive maintenance, have been averaged over a number of years to

eliminate any incidental irregularity that might have occurred in 1966, and vehicle

provision costs have been effectively averaged by taking depreciation at replacement

value as the indicator of provision costs rather than actual expenditure on replacement

in 196G_. Nevertheless, the resulting cost figures are basically those relating to
the railway given its present structure (but with diesel replacing steam locomotion).

The variable costs are, therefore, those that obtain over a relatively short period

of time. (The conceptual difference between the period within which costs are defined

as variable and the period for which the assessed costs remain valid should be kept

clearly in mind at this point). It was considered more useful to calculate and present

ihis estimate for working purposes rather than to attempt to determine some

theoretical longer-term cost function on ihe basis of incomplete and tenuous data.
In tire first place, given the items included under the consultants' enumeration of
variable costs, the variable cost curve over the medium term for all transport modes

would be ex]iected to be flat or to be declining very slowly. The large cost-reducing

capital investments which govern the nature of lhe long-term cost function have been

excluded from the variable definition. It is considered, therefore, that variable

costs as cnlculcatcd in this Study can be used as a sufficiently accurate working tool

over a limited number of years cover.;:., ..r^.rtl/.y the greater part of the 1970-1975

evaluation period. Obviously, as time passes, this estimate will become progressively



toss acouruie as a guide to variable costs. But the soeor.d point is that any attempt

to provide ."or this by plotting a longer-term cost function, at this point in time with
inadequate statistical data and no firmly planned transport development programme,
would produce highly provisional figures that would almost certainly require revision
when the consultants' current variable cost estimates ccnsc to be of practical value.

Future long-term trends in costs, particularly rail costs, will depend not only on

the particular cost-rcducing investment projects selected from a wide range of alter¬
natives but also on the order in which they arc implemented. For example, invest¬
ments which permit greater train lengths and trailing weights, such as lengthening
of crossing loops and conversion of the coupling system, would have an entirely
different effect on the future cost structure than, say, investments that permitted

higher speeds such as track re-alignment or locomotives with improved acceleration.
Past cost data, even without its quantitative and qualitative limitations, would give

little guidance towards the nature of the real cost functions owing to the changes in

technology which have taken placo over the history of rail and road transport. Assets
are seldom replaced by exact counterparts, so that the true cost effects of a steady

growth of traffic would be observed by, say, changing tractive efforts of replacement

locomotives, or replacement of track with heavier rails to provide for very long-term

traffic increases. The resulting trends would be of little use in forecasting future

costs.

The most useful course, therefore, is,in the consultants'opinion, to concentrate

resources on a detailed estimation of representative variable costs for the railway

structure at a given point in time (which is not the same as actual costs incurred in

one articular accounting year). A detailed explanation of methods should accompany

the calculations so that, as the estimated variable costs become gradually obsolete,

or as some new major cost-rcducing investment is implemented,, the same techniques

can be applied to produce revised figures. The costing technique can then be applied

as a working tool to be re-sharpened when changing circumstances require it. This

is the approach that has been adopted in the present cost analysis.
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Maior Road Inter-Zonal Movements by B.A.T.S. Commodity Sub-Group (continued)

Commodity Sub-Group Origin Zone
Destination
Zone

Total
Movementu
(*000~Met- .

ric Tons )
Ugand:i
150 Cement Tororo Kampala 60

010 Sugar Kaki ra Kampala 32

040 Sugar Kawolo Kampala 13

0Z5 Wheat flour Jinja Kampala 1.1

O *-*■ O Sugar Kakira iWbalo 10

060 Deer Jinja Kampala 9

070 Cotton seed Mbulamuti - Jinja 9

150 Cement Tororo Jinja 9

a Rounded to nearest '000 metric tons.

Choice of Transport Mqde

Given existing rail and road charges, it is apparent that most users of the surface

transport system in East Africa make a rational choice as to the most appropriate

mode.

With some notable exceptions, mentioned below, bulk agricultural products move by
rail except over very short distances. This is because, on the basis of the current

tariffs, rail is invariably cheaper and is the traditional choice of the various marketing
and distributing boards. In addition, as many of the major agricultural crops involve

large-scale and seasonal movements, often only the railway has sufficient capacity

available. This is not to say, however, that there were no complaints against the

railways on this score and in all three countries capacity shortcomings were widely

quoted, for example, for cotton and associated product movements.

A major exception to this pattern was sisal movements in Tanzania. Sisal estates in

the Korogwe zone without rail sidings prefer to send their sisal to Tanga by road.
The average haul being fairly short (generally under 100 miles) and with double handling
and local delivery charges involved in the use of rail moad transport can compete with

rail. In addition, seasonality of movement is less marked than for many other agricul¬
tural products. Similar reasons govern the importance of road transport in the movement

of sisal from the Ngorengoro zone to Dar es Salaam.
S3



In Kenya, (lie major exceptions to the use of rail for agricultural products are the

movement of about hall' the volume of coffee exports from Nairobi to Mombasa, ana .

the movement of fruit and vegetables. In the first case, the switch to road was

effected by EAR & I! and this movement is best regarded as a back-load in relation
to the road movement by the railway of express goods in Kenutco lorries from Mombasa
to Nairobi. .

In the case of fruit and vegetables, part of which is composed of highly perishable
items, road offers a faster and more reliable service as well as door-to-door delivery

without extra handling.
»

In Uganda, sugar and cotton seed arc the main exceptions to the rule of rail for bulk

agricultural products; one reason for this is that on a round trip - cotton seed southwards,

sugar northwards - the total road costs are lower than the railway total charge and

the road charges are therefore set so as to secure traffic.

In the case of manufactured products and imported commodities, rail predominates

in total tonnage carried but road is competitive for a large number of items which

currently have high rates in the railway tariff. In Kenya, for example, in the case of
small consignments, particularly of high-value and high-rated goods such as spare

parts, small pieces of machinery, textiles, many of which are required urgently, road
is the preferred method of transport. Distributors and manufacturers frequently com¬

plain of the railway's unreliable delivery times and claim to obtain better service from
road transporters at the rail rate or for a modest premium.

Fertilizer, like most agricultural commodities, is virtually all transported by rail.

This is encouraged by the very low rail rate (the lowest rail tariff -scale 15 for

Wagon Load traffic - is applicable). In contrast, a vmy high proportion of beer and

soft drinks in East Africa move by road. In Uganda and Kenya virtually all movements
were by road and in Tanzania road movements accounted for over GO per cent of ail
movements outside a radius of ton miles from the individual breweries and bottling .

plants. . Road was considered by the breweries and bottlers to be the best
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mode on lhe grounds of cheapness, flexibility, speed, and low damage

lector. Those movements of beverages arc particularly important since they involve

back-load running with cratesof empty bottles equivalent to 60 per cent,by weight,of .

total outward flows.

Of particular importance in the manufactured products is the case of the transport of

oil products. White oil products (petrol, gas oil, diesel oil, aviation turbine, and

kerosine) arc high-rated on the rail tariff both compared with other bulk products and

with the black oils (e.g. fuel oil). The current rates are such that road transporters

are able to compete with the railways even on deliveries from Mombasa to Uganda.

The oil distributing companies are willing to use as much road transport as they can

obtain since they complain of poor service from the railways in the form of chronic

oil w..gon shortages and unreliable delivery periods. In Kenya up until 1967 road

tanker licences were severely restricted and thus most oil traffic was confined to the

railway. In 1968 many more road licences were granted and it is probable that over

half of Kenya's white oil requirements in the latter part of 1968 and in 1969 will be

carried by road tankers at the rail tariff rate. Large quantities were also moved

from Mombasa to Kampala by road. In Tanzania the oil distributing companies would

like to move all oil products directly by road from Dai' es Salaam to Iringa and Mbeya
rather than by the current system of railing to Mikumi and transhipping onwards by
EAR & H road service tankers. The oil companies claim that direct road movements

would cost no more or even less than the current EAR & H charges and that in addition

the storage depot at Mikumi could be closed. So far, however, in contrast to Kenya,
road licensing restrictions have prevented effective road transport competition.
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TRAFFIC ALLOCATION

The objects of the traffic allocation exercise were firstly to measure the distortion •

existing in the present transport system and secondly to assist the governments

and the railway in setting the levels of the future rail tariff. (Sec Volume 5 - "Trailic

Allocation" - for detailed discussion of the whole exercise).

The method adopted in this allocation was to comparo the economic costs of making

particular movements of goods both by road and rail during the year 1967 and to

assign the movement to the lower cost mode of transport. If the movement wore
*

made by the higher cost mode, economic resources would be wasted and distortion
would be taking place. The most common example of this in East Africa is of

goods moving by road because of a high rail charge, even though the economic costs
of such a movement are lower by rail. Despite the restrictions on road transport

in Kenya and Tanzania, it is less common for movements to be by rail where the

economic costs are lower by road.

In order to achieve the second, pricing, objective, corresponding road-only

movements were costed for all rail movements, even if rail was obviously the lower

cost mode. In this way, rail's superiority could be measured after suitable adjust¬

ments and used as a guide in tariff fixing. To ensure that the railway does not get an

over-optimistic view of its competitive position, the consultants took the costs 01

the most efficient road operation likely to be offered under freely competitive conditions.

For movements currently by road, the corresponding rail cost was calculated only

if rail had a chance of capturing the traffic. It should be added that rail costs were

taken to include, where relevant, the cost of road movement to the railhead.

The cost figures used are the variable economic costs, the calculation of which is

described above in Part 3. These assume an average level of empty running and

degree of utilisation - 20 per cent empty running for rail and a 65 per cent load

factor for road. With some movements, actual empty running can be specified
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{e.g. with pciroícunt products, beer and soft drinks, livestock ami soca on tin

Magadi line). As mentioned earlier, tliccosts also include additional users' coots,

in terms of the difference between road and rail these normally fall against '

rail. For the purpose of the comparison they were taken to include.on the rail

side,the costs of road journeys to or from rail stations, in cases where the point of

origin or final destination was not directly served by a rail siding.

The movements included in the allocation exercise totalled 2,215, these being

the main movements potentially subject to road/rail competition in 1967. Move¬

ments of less than 200 long tons were excluded (Wagon Load and Small Quantity

movements of the same commodity group or sub-group being considered as separate

movements). Of the total, 1,717 were currently by rail, 498 currently by road.

The latter, of course, represented only a fraction of all road-only movements

but the Study was concerned only with road movements potentially competitive with

rail.

The results of the allocation exercise .which was carried out by computer (See

Volume 5 for details),were as follows:-

Rcsults of Allocation Exercise

No. of Í-Í ■000 '000

Movements Long Tons Metric Tons

Currently by Rail 1,717 (1,704) 4,374 (4,2S0) 4,444 (4,349)
Allocated to rail 1,461 (1,449) 3,971 (3,891) 4,035 (3,953)
Allocated to road 256 ( 255) 403 ( 389) 409 ( 395)

Currently by Rond. 498 ( 495) 940 ( 925) 955 ( 940)
Allocated to rail 222 ( 220) 396 ( 386) 402 ( 392)
Allocated to road 276 ( 275) 544 ( 539) 553 ( 54S)

Rc-allocation to Rail 4,367 (4,277) 4,437 (4,347)

Rc-allocation to Road 947 ( 928) 962 ( 943)

N.B. Figures in brackets are a subsequent manual revision.
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l-'roui ..ic ;.o. .o table it will bo boon Iant in tonnage Urate 10 par com rail ir..f.ie

w..s -.v-a. locates to road and <12 per cent ci' the small amount of road ira.'.'.o

vonoiwovod io-allocatod to rail. The net result ir. tonante torras showed ibbe

difference from lho 1907 position. Though the results were not calculated in terms

of ton-miles, it is clear from the respective road costs that a much greater number

of ton-miles is involved in the traffic allocated from road to rail than in that

allocated from rail to road.

The allocation results were somewhat of a surprise to the consultants who had

expected a considerable switch to road. It was thought that the restrictive road

licensing in Kenya and Tanzania had probably allowed rail to capture some traffics

that in terms of economic costs could be moved more cheaply by road. It was

also thought possible that the railway might be holding some traffics by charging

less than its variable costs, not through design but because of the lack of detailed

cost information. These suppositions may have been justified,but even so the

allocation showed that there was more distortion arising through traffic currently

moving by road which should have gone by rail. The reason for this was probably

that the vehicle licensing system had already been weakened sufficiently m 19G7

lo encourage profitable road operations on goods for which the rail tariff was high.

The penalties paid for an inflexible rail tariff arc most marked in Uganda where, v.
according to the allocation exercise, the economy stands to gain substantially more /•

by a switch from road to rail than vice versa.

The potential savings to the economy through re-allocation are estimated at £374,000

in 1907. In 1908 they would have been much greater as a result of the continuing /

relaxation of road restrictions in Kenya. .

The ether interesting result from the allocation is that it reveals the basic strength
of the railway and the ways in which it can surmount its present difficulties.

Its strength ries in its variable cc„.e for long-haul bulk traffic: In movements of

ever 300 miles the advantage of rail ever rc~d is 3.0 i.raco the rail variable cost

Si)



and in total amounts 10 52 per cent of the total advantage of rail over mad. Th.-s

"advantage" should be used as a guide in setting a new rail tariff. While uu- lower

limit of the tariff should be rail variable economic costs, the "advantage" represents

the margin above this which rail can charge in a competitive environment without .

driving" the traffic to road, bearing in mind, of course, the limits set by the

elasticity of demand. Political conditions - and the fact that the railway is not a

profit-maximising concern - will prevent many rail charges from reaching the

maximum. But still the position of the railway is basically strong, as is shown

by the results of the sensitivity tests which the consultants ran on the allocation data

(mentioned below and summarised in Volume 5).

»

The analysis of the results by country shows that in each country by far the greater

part of potential savings to the economy from the re-allocation comes from traffic

switching from road to rail. In Tanzania and Kenya the savings per ton of traffic

re-allocated arc also much higher for traffic allocated to rail than vice versa, but

this is not so for Uganda. Kenya obtains 66 per cent of the total savings of the

three countries and 63 per cent of the savings in traffic transferred from road to

rail mainly through the switching back of road traffic to rail on the Mombasa-Nairobi

route in both directions. A check was made to see whether an adjustment of the

cost calculations to take account of the imbalance of traffic on the Mombasa-Nairobi

route affected the allocation, but it was found to remain substantially unaltered.

Only the Small Quantity traffic is sensitive to moderate changes in relative costs.

Traffic Reallocated - By Country of Origin''1

'000

Long Tons
Tanzania

Total Rail Savings to
'000 Cost the Economy
Metric Tons (Shs, '000) (Shs. '000)

From road to rail. 70.2
From rail to road 69,6
Total savings

71.3

70.7
4,141
2,181

2,176
627

2,803
Kenya I

From road to rail 187 . 6

From rail to road 289.5
Total savings

190.6

294.1
6,920
10,215

0,073
2,793

Uganda

rfom r.i.. ^

Total savings

From road to r;... 132.7
From r.i.. ^ ro.u. 30.2

134.8

30.7
- '• v*
A ï U I U

a Corrected figure basis



.îi */. Liio awitcam^ Oi r.iOu^'ii cornes iro.n a í*..:í.<ví'í' in

mu.v.dum movements, m;my of no great individual importance. One ;m.<imu...s.

i:em iii Tmwanin is cottonseed oi! from Mvu.ma to Dor es Balaam, iv-:.iiuxr.oti

no;a rond 10 rail. However, it is likely that a part of this traffic will romain

oa road as a back-haul. Large sisal movements to Tungahnve been alioealod to

íòao. In Uganda the allocation suggested a switch to rail of cottonseed movements

from Soro:., Lira, Gulu and Pakwach to the south and of sugar and, to some extent,

cornent moving in the opposite direction. large tonnage of cement from Tororo

to Jmja should also change from road to rail.

in considering the results of the allocation exercise, it should be remembered
that some relevant transport movements made in 10G7 were excluded, notably

•/one-to-/.o..e movements of under 300 tons. This and other factors explained

in Volume 3 "Traffic Allocation" make it necessary to gross up the results,by

17.4 per cent for the total tonnage moved and by 20 per cent for the costs of those

movements. The adjusted figures are given in the following table. Total potential

savings to the economics by switching to the lower cost mode rise to Shs.16.18 /a
million (£800,000). SS

,/<
• y :

» * :
!

S ^ "
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o
to Overr. 11 Gsed Up Results of the Allooat .5o_n Exerejrc_

. Rail ]v í ferve el, currently rail
)5. 1 ail Preferred, currently highway
C. 1". I . viy preferred, currently highway
It. 1 .

_ preferred, currently rail

'\r; Tons
'000

Lor;

4,560.0
453.3

632.2
457.2

'000

Metric Tons

4, Gil. 3
460.6
642.3
464.5

Total

Rail Cost

(Ses. '000)
181,90S
17,813
27,151
16, 664

Total

Road Cost

<Ths._'000)__
562,015
29,4 Cá
17,416
12,135

Total Net

User:-.' Co: I:

(fih; . '050j
18,100
5,21 G
6,235

Sv\ ings
to tl'f

Jlr-i .h
: i,0'7
11, r. j'
9, 725
4,57"

a Ineluvi .g net (additional) users' costs, b Including costs of road movements associated with rail, c B and I) r.re potent k
savings to the economy'., which, were traffic to take the allocated form, total Shs. 16.18 million (£809, 00.0),
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The sum in lhe allocution exercise was to analyse the sensitivity of the resells

m relation to the cost data used. The first analysis concerned total rati and lot.d

vo.ai costs; for each movement lho percentage difference between the higher a fid lower

cost mode was ealeulatcd, additional users' costs being included in both eases where

relevant. This showed that total rail-preferred tonnages are relatively insensitivo,

to changes in costs; in fact variable economic road costs arc double or more than
double the equivalent rail costs in 71 per cent of total raiFprcfcrrcd traffic. A

second analysis by computer concerned actual rail and actual road costs. * This
icvoaleu the insonsitivily of rail traffic in tonnage terms to changes in the variable
economic costs of road and rail haulage. However, rail's advantage over road for

traffic allocated to it is fairly sensitive to changes in haulage costs. In the consul¬

tants' opinion a 20 per cent margin of error shoul. . allowed for in calculating the

savings to the economy. This gives a range of total potential savings from the alloca-
uon of £095,000 - £970,000.

/ ✓/ ^ ,

//
(y

1 i ( C. « t i-C .* i1 OuU C O £3 LS O à. x i o a i *\j » * v3 v'~/ à. i. OTli mai DbuUO. « S ^ v a VIS t i *O tO w».i I
ràil cos* for h.o relevant rnovcrnoaio) ;a line with costa on hto 'Vend only" alternative.



5. I?i\íCIXG

vlouor.: Pricing' Principles

Pricing, in the view of the consultants, should be the main tool used by the govern-

mènes in achieving co-ordination of the use and development of transport in East

Africa. Peculations of a restrictive nature are not considered a satisfactory alter¬

native for two main reasons: first, they are insufficiently flexible and, second, to

. administer audpolice them satisfactorily would imposo too great a burden upon the manpower

resources of the three countries. The present regulations are neither administered

nor policed in a fully satisfactory manner. "

%

The theory behind the pricing solution is that, if tiainsport charges are related to the

variable economic costs of the transport mode involved, consumer choice will result

in the selection, of the least economic cost mode of transport for individual traffics,

'with a resulting optimum allocation of resources.within the transport sector. The

prices charged should be within a range, the lower limit set by variable costs of the
mode in question and the upper by the cost of the next higher-cost mode of transport,

making allowances for additional users' non-transport costs such as those of delay

and storage.. This would enable recover}' of some, if not all, invariable costs

without a distortion of traffic away from the optimum pattern as shown by the allo¬

cation exercise (see part 4). •

The application of this theory does, however, present serious difficulties. One major

difficulty is the differing nature of road and rail costs: although the track costs of

road transport contain in practice a large invariable element, they are passed on to

the vehicle operator in taxes on fuel and tyres which to him are 100 per cent variable.

What is more, these taxes now recover substantially raore than the variable main¬

tenance costs of road and exceed total current expenditure on roads. On the rail side,
track costs arc to a large extent invariable and do not and should not form part of

the railway's minimum charge for a particular traffic; On the road side, even

c*,..*.goo k.uv do no4. iCviy ic;ù.j .v u....... ,..o sys^^.n, s....n a*> l.\.cacc and

widen could bo used to recover invariable ccj.b, fend m be ;reu.~b as variable by the

i 1 *.4 4 » » /»4 Ovy»il^/Oviv* \ \J >.M O O». V* *O 4 t« kA l l llVl V.4.W» V í> «
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Those ix'/.iTi differences in road and rail costs do give the railway the ;.iiv;.ni:.,,i: ...at,

by being able to recover its invariable costs in a discriminatory way, it con.... lake some

traffics away from road even if it were not the least-cost mode in terms <,í' variable
economic costs. In practice, however, the allocation exercise has sr.own there .are

comparatively few cases of traffics where road and rail costs arc close enough to make -

this a serious danger1. The consultants nevertheless considered the possibility of a

statutory lower limit to rail charging at a level slightly above the relevant rail variable

cost. There are, however, objections to such a limit:

a. Road user taxes do not bear equally on vehicles using gravel roads and those
*

using bitumen roads, with the result that taxes that just recover variable road

maintenance costs on gravel roads give a large surplus over the variable road

maintenance costs on bitumen roads; a lower limit on rail charges at a level above

variable rail costs to compensate for road's disadvantage would not therefore be

effective if it were a simple overall percentage increase.

b. A statutory limit would involve a structure of tribunals, or other methods of

appeal and neutral decision, that are unlikely to prove satisfactory.

The consultants do, however, recommend that the railway normally allows a margin

between its variable costs and its charges.

A further risk of misallocation arises from the possibility that a commercially free

railway might deliberately cut its rates below its relevant variable costs as a temporary

measure to deter road competition and to secure traffic for which it is not in fact the

lower-cost mode. It could use its semi-monopolistic position to re-coup the loss from

other traffics. The consultants therefore considered the possibility of a statutory

lower limit on rail rates set at the level of the relevant rail variable costs. But

there is the objection just mentioned to statutory limits.

1 See Volume 5 soeboa "Traffic Allocation", under "Sensitivity Analysis" and
section "Changes in Road User Charges".
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The consultaras feel that ii:c objective would be achieved v/ith i'ev/cr complications by

making provision tor the railway cost data to be readily available for examination by
the governments. •

An un-regulated pricing solution also raises problems in the opposite case where there
is a vast divergence between the costs of transport modes l'or a particular traffic.
This happens, for instance, where there is no road parallel to the railway and a devious
road route is the only alternative. In those circumstances the railway could charge
rates several times as great as its variable costs and in a few cases much higher

than the existing tariff; the captive shipper might then be faced with considerable rate
*

increases not envisaged when he chose the location for his plant. In view of this the

consultants examined the possibility of a statutory upper limit on rail rates but

eventually dismissed it since there d re in fact few parts of the transport system

where shippers would experience these disadvantages in an acute form. It was also

thought likely that the financial position of the railway would under a competitive system

be sufficiently strong to make full exploitation of competitive advantage unnecessary.

The railway must of course be able to set a good number of its rates substantially above
variable costs if it is to cover its invariable costs. One limitation here, howc'T,

is the elasticity of demand for transport - the demand may fall off well before the

upper limit set by the costs of the next higher-cost mode is reached. This is an

important reason for the railway to develop a stronger marketing function to assist it

in setting rates that will maximise the contribution of l'evenue to invariable costs.

IIow serious a problem is set the railway by elasticity of demand depends, however,
on its basic financial position. If tariff reductions enable it to re-capture profitable

traffic, if uneconomic services can be abandoned (or are subsidised directly b}' govern¬

ments) and if cost reductions can be achieved by dieselisation and other means, upward
tariff changes may not have to be so extensive that elasticity of demand limitations arc

reached.
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la setting its charges, the railway must also take :nlo account those costs inounvd by

the shipper in addition to the cliarges paid to transport operators - lor example, ware-

hoasing.brcakages, delays and interest charges 011 capital tied up in goods in transit.

These costs apply to both road and rail movements but arc generally heavier; in, the

case of rail, not only because it is a slower means of transport but because many rail

movements involve road transport at one or both ends. These costs-, when netted

against each other, are therefore usually a disadvantage to rail transport and arc

referred to throughout the study as "not additional users' costs" or "net user disa¬

bility". In calculating the upper limits for rail charges, the roiore, the railway must

shade its rates below the variable costs of road competition by the amount of this

"disability".
»

In pricing competively with road, the railway must also decide what assumptions to

make about the efficiency of the road transport industry. In the consultants' view, it

should take as a ceiling not the costs of the average road haulierbut those of the most

efficient haulier likely to try to compete with rail. This was in fact done in the

allocation exercise carried out by the consultants and their road costs can be taken

as a reasonable guide,probably up to 1975. A few individual traffics could involve

more efficient vehicle utilization than the consultants have assumed, for example bulk

movement of substantial tonnages of a particular mineral; the railway will in such

cases have to undertake a special costing exercise for the likely competition.

The whole principle of recovering invariable as well as variable costs, which is funda¬
mental to the recommendations of this Study, can of course be questioned on theoretical

grounds. It can be argued that it is just as rational to recover any deficit by public

subsidy and indeed more desirable to do so if an increase ineharges above variable costs

is likely to discourage the use of an under-utilized asset which represents irretrievable

sunk costs. In the consultants' view, however, these theoretical arguments are out¬

weighed by the practical objection that, once general subsidies are admitted, the

railway has no incentive to trim itself of uneconomic services or introduce cost-

rcducing investments. Also, road charges would have to be put on the same basis



of roeoupivq. variable costs only, which, as mentioned above, presents formidable

problems. As it is, road user charges can be set such as to recover all relevant

road costs, and rail charges likewise, without significant distortion in choice of mode

of transport. The extent to which such charges deter traffic which would have been

offered at charges equal to variable cost is not known to lho consultants, .though they-

tend to lho view that a large part of the traffic has relatively inelastic demand for

transport. However, it is not sufficient simply to say that the exchequer- should meet

the difference between total costs and variable costs, for there is nothing to show that

an increase in general taxation would give results preferable to an increase in trans¬

port charges above the variable cost level. It should be pointed out that the govern¬

ments of East Africa find difficulty in raising revenue internally, witness the recent
*

institution of a complex "sales tax" system in Uganda.

The pricing principles proposed by the consultants are that charges should be within

a range, the lower limit being set by the variable costs of the transport mode in question

and the upper limit being set by the variable costs of the next'highest mode, making

allowance for net additional users' costs such as delajî storage etc. The overall result

should be the recovery of the total costs of operating the system.

Form of New Railway Tariff

In the case of the railway, for the sake of simplicity a general tariff should be estab¬

lished on an average basis observing the principles set out above. This does not mean,

however, that there should not be negotiated special rates lower than general tariff

rates for individual traffics to the extent that the railway's financial position permits.

Also, unless the railway were financially hard pressed, it would probably use

geographically generalised data on road costs in calculating its rail tariff e.g. assuming

an efficient industry operating 22 ton lorries on bituminised' surfaces, which would

mean that the ceiling of rail charges for many sections would not be as high as would

emerge from a detailed calculation. Shippers in areas where roads and road transport

are less well developed, as is the case in many parts of Tanzania, would not bo charged

up to the hilt.
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;.i those eases where demand elasticity permits the railway to appro;.ah the: theoretical

upper limits in its tariff, the railway would, of course, have .0 shade this limit by tue

net additior.nl users' costs mentioned earlier. This is an amount which could be

worked out for each specific traffic (and would have to be worked out if pressure of

compétition demanded it), but could be represented in the general tariff by an average -

amount. If on the large side, this would be a safety margin against losing traffic but ;

might result in some loss of revenue.

The cl'icot of the general tariff would be that for shorter-distance traffics, where rail

rates were determined by rail's own variable costs, the railway would quite rightly

lose traffic to road, in this case the lower-cost mode. But, as distance increased,

rail would gain the advantage in variable costs and could charge with reference to road

variable costs, thus gaining some contributions to its own invariable cost's. The tariff would

differ from the existing tariff in that the effective rate per unit of weight would vary

with consignment sise, declining as the latter approaches wagon capacity.

Since it would lake time to create such a general tariff and decide to what extent

simplicity could be afforded at the expense of revenue, it is suggested that the railway,

as a first stage, allers only those individual rates currently lying outside the theoretical limits

set by the consultants,i. e.

a. Raise the rate to variable cost levels on those traffics where current rates

are below this level.

b. Lower the rate on those traffics where current rates are above the cost of

road competition less net additional users' costs falling against rail.

Effect of Rail Tariff Changes on Rail Revenues

The consultants intended to calculate changes in rail revenues resulting from implementation
of tho two principles given above by relating u.oa to commercial road costs, calculated

by taking economic costs less variable road maintenance* costs plus the road user

taxation system selected as most suitable to the Sanay. However, s.aoe no single
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taxation system examined was so superior that its adoption coal t; be ta don dm granted

^ee below* the consultants ' carried out the calculation using economic road costs, 'i'n
in lY.et gives t'ne railway a safety margin in setting the upper limit of ils rales sir.ee tu

commercial costs including the present taxation system are 5 per cent higher Chan ■

economic costs; on bituminous-surface roads the difference might be as high as 10

per cent. Moreover, economic costs exclude the profit margin (except for the 10

per cent rate of return assumed for the vehicles), which makes the; margin even larger

It should be remembered, however, that, if the consultants' taxation proposals are

adopted, 'the perceived, costs would be around 3 per cent higher than economic costs

instead of over 5 per cent. If '.the, railway should feel that the above safety margin

is excessive, which is probably the case at least with bulk traffic, it should of course
*

reduce it in the interest of maximising the revenue contribution to invariable costs.

The net result of carrying out these initial changes would be a reduction in revenue

of £2.6 million to a total of £19.5 million on a 1967 basis (rail and waterway goods

traffic only). It should be pointed out, however, that a considerable part of the above

loss in revenue, that relating to white petroleum products, has already been lost in

196S - not by cutting rates and retaining a useful surplus over variable costs but by
the complete loss of important traffic to road.

Seasonal Pdaks

The consultants carried out a special fifteen-year study of monthly ton-mile movement

on the rail system1 in order to assess the extent of seasonal peaks and to decide

whether particular tariff measures .were* an appropriate counter-measure, .

Over the whole rail system there was a .sharp upward 1 movement through December

and January; February and March were significantly above the monthly average and
á steep decline followed after March;- then there was a levelling out until a subsidiary

peak in July and August and a decline again afterwards which was most marked in

November and December.

1 This was carried out in conje.uci.icn wFk Mr. C.J. Van Decs of the Fast Afr.caa
k/vtikibviWUi .J%1 k loitCtiV ,
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The February-March peak is entirely within the Kenya-Uganda section, while lha

subsidiary peak in July and August relates to the Tanzanian Central Lino. The Tanga

Line shows a peak at the end of the year,

As l'ar as individual movements are concerned, the peaking on the Central Line from •

August to October appears to be caused mainly by movements of cotton lint from the

Shinyanga-Mwanza area to Dar es Salaam, As for movements to Mombasa, only

cotton lint, mainly from Uganda, seems to have a peak coinciding approximately

/ with the peak on the railway system, although coffee also has one of its tv/o peaks

in the February-March period. It also seems likely that there is peaking during this

period in movements out of Mombasa (excluding petroleum products), If this is so,

the effect of this peak ; coinciding with a peak on the system as a whole would be greatly
magnified by the high ratio ofwagons to tons for traffic out of Mombasa.

In the light of the above findings, the consultants recommend, subject to their findings

being checked in greater detail, that the railway takes steps to move traffic from the

February-March period either to January or to April. A 5 per cent surcharge is pro¬

posed on all traffic, excluding petroleum products in tanks, out of Mombasa during

this period. Such a surcharge would of course be within the context of the proposed

new pricing system. It is not thought that this would result in a significant diversion
of traffic to a higher real cost mode of transport. It would, however, be necessary

to watch the effects of this surcharge carefully and in the light of these either modify
it or replace it by positive inducements.

In particular cases, such as cotton lint movements from Uganda and Tanzania, am

alleviation of peaking problems might well be achieved by negotiations between the

railway and the appropriate marketing boards.

The suggested surcharge on traffic out of Mombasa might achieve the desired result of

spreading the main peak. Nevertheless it is not of such size that corrective measures

are one of the railway's most urgent needs. In particular the peaks do not appear to

be sucli as to effect the results of the allocation exercise, partly because the relevant

peaks in demand for road transport seem too close in rimo for road to be able to take

the peak in rail traffic.
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Imbalances ia Traffics

Another special exercise was carried oui on back-load situations. The major example,

petroleum products in tankers and tank wagons, was taken into account in lite main

calculations but for general goods empty running was averaged over the whole system.

The consultants therefore examined the question of what difference would be made to

lite results of their allocation exercise if their average loading assumptions (65 per

cent for lorries, 20 per cent additional empty running for rail wagons) were replaced by

actual loading figures on epucifie acsctiona whore imbalances clearly existed.

Two aspects were examined: firstly, whether the allocation, of traffics would have been

changed and,secondly, what were the implications for railway pricing policy. On the
first point, it was found that no significant difference was made to the allocation. As
far as rail pricing was concerned, the consultants consider that there ax*e some

possibilities for differential rate making, notably on the Nairobi to Mombasa section,
but that there are a number of important provisos that need 'to - be made.

An imbalance is only significant it it can be predicted with some certainty that the cost

at the margin of moving goods from A to B includes the cost at the margin of moving

empty or partly-loaded wagons, trains or lorries from B to A. The width of this

margin is ail-important f°r decisions on pricing for, if the margin is narrow, a special
low rate might reverse the imbalance.

The railway should look carefully into the degree of permanence of every case.

The most striking imbalance is on the Nairobi-Mombasa route where there are nearly

42, 000 empty wagon units and 1,64 million tons of spare capacity on through trains on

the Voi-Mombasa section. Various factors could reduce this imbalance, however,

the most notable of which would be the introduction of vehicle transporter wagons on the

railway. Maize is of particular interest since it could remove the imbalance on the

A Mombasa-Nairobi route, but this depends upon the extent to which the Kenya Govcrn-

h nient con.mues to subsidise the producer price. It is relevant to' that decision that

without greatly increased maize exporta It is highly probable that there will continue

•.o oc a it.iOaiuiiv.0 Ou ti.o . Ou.o.
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In all significant cases of imbalance in traffic on rail in East Africa there are imbalance

in the same direction for road traffic. The consultants recommend that the railway
should price to take the main haul, but, where road is cheaper on the round trip and

thereby takes the main haul, the railway should accept the loss of the back-haul traffic,
-which will in fact be small relative to total rail traffic on the section - if to avoid

this loss would mean the entire reshaping of the charging system. In the examples

studied, rail is in fact cheaper in terms of marginal economic costs for back-haul

traffic. The economic loss would, however, be small; loss to rail revenue from loss

of traffic given to it in the allocation exercise would be of the order of £0.1 million.

There can be cases of a particular product moving in a non-critical direction. The

consultants examined the most important case in East Africa, that of molasses, and
considered that the railway could substantially increase the quantities carried by

charging in the light of the marginal, back-haul costs. It is recommended that the

railway and the producers reach agreement on rail charges linked as closely as possible
to world market prices.

Road User Charges1

It follows from the principles enunciated earlier that road users should be charged at

least the variable economic costs of road provision. Theoretically, it would be ideal

to impose taxation, or charges so that the yield in revenue from a particular journey
would be equal to the variable maintenance costs arising from that journey. In this

way, if other modes charged their exact variable costs, a proper allocation of resources

in the transport sector would ensue.

The only way to achieve this optimum system would be to have for every journey a

gross ton-mile tax varying with types of vehicle and road surface, but this would

clearly be administratively impossible. The consultants therefore examined what

combinations of conventional taxes would come nearest to meeting the optimum

allocation of traffic". This exercise v/as carried out on a computer, seven taxation

1 See Volume 5, u.mur "Road iJsor u>..srkjo»A'-or us.mv.nias .•«. ruwr.au .roar, «.axes anu
d» r. V» D' ' W "• * * A M Ai« n *1 ' I N»A/* »> .• • " » I I •* * * I ' ' "* " » » • ■* .' '• % ' I • . ^ * O • .ViX e 'M i- IJ Cl* w tv ci- » X • ✓W * VUU W W X t.. C« *.
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for a further exposition of the problems, the manner of their solution and the results.
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proposals being tested against the results of the allocation exercise; these different

levels of taxation were substituted for variable road maintenance costs in the road-

rail comparison, traffic was re-allocated and distortions from the optimum allo¬

cation measured.

It was already clear that there Is no mixture of taxes that can match variable main¬

tenance costs on different types of road. The difference between the low costs on

bitumen and the high costs on gravel is such that taxation set to cover gravel road
costs will result in substantial over-recovery on bitumen roads and vice versa.

The computer exercise showed that the present taxation system gives a yield closely
\ y

corresponding to the variable maintenante costs of a 7-ton lorry on a gravel surface | '
i

and produces a large surplus because a substantial proportion of present running is

on bitumen. .By "present running" the consultants mean traffic which under the allo¬

cation should be by road including road journeys to or from stations but excluding

all road traffic which doos not compete with or complement rail.

Not only variable maintenance costs, however, but also all other costs of road
• provision (invariable maintenance costs, new construction costs and overheads) should

'. be borne, in the corisultants'opinion.bj' the road user through taxation, provided that

'ï the resulting misallocation of traffic between modes is at an acceptable level (though
Nip-
'Í'this is of course subject to the views of national planners). The various taxation

proposals were therefore tested not only for their merits in recovering variable road

maintenance costs but also for their contribution to total costs, without producing

distortions in the choice of mode of transport. It was concluded that the present

taxation system, if maintained, would not lead to major distortions in money terms,

but that certain changes would result in lesser distortion and. greater contribution to

total costs. In particular, a greater emphasis on licence fees would result in more

revenue while keeping misallocation of traffic within bounds. These proposals were

then checked in terms of recovery over and above variable maintenance costs by typo

of vehicle and by type of road. The exercise was also grossed up from the traffic
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relevant to the allocation exorcise to traffic over the whole road system of each

country to get figures of total revenue from road users on the basis of each individual
taxation proposal:

The recommended taxation proposal, based on the xv_. ...Is from the seven proposals

tested, was as follows:

Diesel fuel Shs. 1/30 a gallon
Tyres Shs. 1/50 a lb.
Import duty on lorries Nil
Licence Shs. 200 a gross ton a year.

(Gross tons-empty weight plus 65 per cent of authorized
carrying "capacity)

A variation on thi3 would be a low duty on tyres and a low rate of duty on vehicles.

With other taxes affecting road users at the 1967 level - thus notably petrol and the

import duty on vehicles - left unchanged,total revenue from road users would total

approximately as follows:

Kenya
Tanzania

Uganda

£10.1 million
£ 6,7 million
£ 5.4 million.

ï . i.-

In Volume 5, under "Load User Charges"the consultants calculate "desirable" revenue

from road users on the basis of the j'ear 1966-67. Costs of investment in road

construction were taken to be those which from a base in 1966-67 would cover invest¬

ment over the next five to eight years in projects undertaken in order to reduce trans¬

port costs; that is to say, the costs of projects undertaken in order to stimulate production

were to the extent possible disregarded, on the grounds that general taxation, ox-

other specific taxation, would be a more appropriate method of finance than conventional

road user charges spread over all road users. Total "desirable" ' expenditure in

each country was as follows:

Kenya
i. ci u uiU

Uganda

£10.1 million
A— O , a AA^iblXlOkX
£ 5.1 million.
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